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Method

How can we understand how people feel during everyday
exercise, to encourage future exercise behaviour?

Procedure

Participants

Locations

Members of beginner

Most groups

Mobile interviews

running groups

met in parks

every 5 mins

-13 groups

or other local

during exercise

-69 participants

green spaces

session

A qualitative approach using

How are you
feeling?

Background
Affective responses predict future exercise
behaviour—the better people feel during
exercise, the more likely they are to continue1.

mobile interviews allowed

on the ‘Feeling Scale’

detailed understanding of

Most research on affect during exercise uses a
treadmill, but there is evidence that responses

participants’ in-the-moment

to lab-based exercise differ from those in

experiences during exercise
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outdoor environments2.
Preliminary results for a single

The aim of this field study was to understand

qualitative theme only are

factors underlying affective responses to

given: ‘anticipation of the end’.

exercise in a naturalistic environment.

Sub-themes of ‘structure’,
‘jography’ and ‘sprinting for the

‘Naturalistic’ refers to a natural environment,
and also to the everyday type of exercise

finish’ are illustrated below.

(beginner runners).

Structure

Jography

So, and also it’s like the

and why are
you feeling this
way?

Analysis
Thematic analysis:

Interviews

examines implicit
and explicit ideas
within data patterns

transcribed

Interviews
recorded using
portable audio
recorders

Sprinting for the finish

It’s hard not knowing…

I’m hoping that…

how far it is, because I’ve

it’ll finish up around here

to be able to see the light at

not done the route before,

somewhere so I can do a

the end of the tunnel

it seemed further

bit of a sprint finish

unknown, not being able to…
break it down, because I like
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Results

Applications

Future work

The theme of ‘anticipation of the end’ has also been found in a

These apply to group-based outdoor forms of exercise, such as

This study followed beginner runners over time and this poster only

qualitative study on a treadmill3, however my results reveal

beginner running groups. Some may also have more general

covers preliminary work from one small aspect of the study. I plan to

extra dimensions of this theme not possible in a lab environment.

applicability to other exercise formats involving novice exercisers.

analyse the interviews further to see how or if the way people use
anticipation of the end changes with greater exercise experience.

In a lab, ‘anticipation of the end’ refers to a single timepoint at the

If intervals (e.g. run/walk) are used, they should:

end of a continuous exercise session. However, most of my

More experienced exercisers could also be studied with reference to

participants used run/walk intervals, and ‘micro-anticipations’
of the end of each interval were apparent.
If the structure of the session was confusing, or poorly conveyed,
participants felt worse during exercise as they could not anticipate
the end of each interval or of the whole session.
They felt particularly negative if extra running time or intervals

I will also explore other qualitative themes from this study.

this theme, as there seems to be little research on affective aspects of



have a simple structure



be clearly communicated



perhaps use a countdown

In terms of exercise psychology theory, this work adds to Ekkekakis’s



not include additional high

Dual Mode Model4 of affective responses to exercise (based on continuous

intensity exercise time, or any

exercise). It can also be linked to concepts such as the ‘peak and end rule’.

extra intervals

So far this has received little attention in exercise research5 but may be key
to formation of affective memories influencing future exercise behaviour.

were added, and were often acutely aware of even small additions.

A geographical aspect was also evident in this theme, not just

Geography should be considered, particularly when exercisers are

a temporal one. Anticipation of the end frequently meant

unfamiliar with the area.

anticipating reaching a particular location.

pacing, or the phenomenon of the sprint finish (except with elites).

Take-home message

Routes should be simple to remember and communicate, with a
Participants often looked forward to a physical endpoint, and
unclear or sudden endpoints were disappointing or frustrating.
Not being able to see the end felt disheartening.

clear finishing point.
Mapping technology may be useful, e.g.
planning routes using a mobile app

Participants frequently used knowledge of the end to increase their
pace. Although paradoxical (high intensity usually feels

Caution should be used in encouraging effort before the end, as

unpleasant4), high intensity often had different psychological

in negative feelings.

increasing intensity earlier in an exercise session tends to result

effects when the end was near.
Participants no longer had to pace themselves to conserve

Near the end of an exercise session, though, people can be gently

energy, but used a ‘sprint finish’ to gain feelings of exhilaration

encouraged to push themselves, even novices or those at

and achievement, confident in being nearly finished.

low fitness levels.
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Sprint finishes are not just for

Qualitative research into how people feel during
exercise in an outdoor group context gives
new depth to existing lab-based research.
The theme of ‘anticipation of the end’ has
multiple real-world applications for helping
people to feel better during exercise.

Comments or Qs?
k.kennedy@surrey.ac.uk
Or say
hello!

elite athletes.
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